9 Black Darren and Red Daren
This is a great location to visit, but if
you do not have time to visit, this task
can be completed back at home /
school using the information provided
here and at:
www.deeptime.voyage/olchonValley
TASKS
From the car park, walk upslope
towards the ridges below the
embayment and explore the area
beneath Black Darren. Using the
images and information provided to
assist you, identify the features
marked on the task focus photo (next
screen).
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Task focus photo

Consider the following question in the
field and back at base after you have
viewed the additional material from a
drone flight over the area.
www.deeptime.voyage/olchonValley/drone
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QUESTION
Given the information provided here
about this classic landslip location,
and your own field observations
combined with the drone footage,
how do you think the valley below and
parallel with the Black Darren cliffs
formed?
Note – there is no right and wrong
answer to this, as a mechanism has
not been proved. If you have a theory,
how could it be tested (assuming that
any time or equipment needed could
be available)?
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i This is a classic location to examine
the anatomy of a landslip. The task
focus photo highlights the range of
features and the other images show
them in detail.
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There are 3 main causes / controls:
1. The solid geology – the relatively
competent Senni beds overly the
weaker mudstones / siltstones of
the Freshwater West Formation
and springs arise between the
two.
2. Oversteepening of the valley sides
– valley glaciers straighten and
steepen a valley. This gives the
slope an instability, although other
factors are needed to trigger a
slip.
3. The environmental conditions in
periglacial times – cold climate
leads to the ground being frozen
at depth; high ground water
pressures develop as water
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cannot escape downwards;
additional water flows over the top
from snow melt; freeze-thaw
action splits rock and creates
debris
Slope failure occurs on a large scale
with forward translation (material
moving laterally downslope en masse),
and rotational slipping (semiorganised) in the upper parts, creating
ridges.
In the middle section of the landslip,
slumping produces a chaotic
landscape of hummocky mounds. In
the lower part, there is more flow of
material, creating a smooth apron.
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All of these features can be identified
in this area. However, the valley below
and parallel with Black Darren is wide
and the spur below it relatively stable .
The cliffs are still subject to freezethaw action in winter, as they receive
almost no insolation from the low
angle of the winter sun. There are
tension/freeze-thaw) cracks on the top
surface of the rocks above the cliffs.
Boulder field below Red Daren
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How might the valley have developed?
Did it open as the spur block split from
the rocks that now form the Black
Darren cliff and slid downslope?
Was it carved by ice or water?
Or a combination of these processes?
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Other explanations..
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